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ith thanks......

There would have been no occasion for this essay without Aeneas Sylvius, Eneo Silvio Piccolomini,
Pope Pius II. Five and a half centuries since his death, we trust that he is, in his own words, in ‘the
company of happy spirits’.
I am deeply grateful for the encouragement of my ‘first readers’: Moira Johnson, James and Margaret
Mitchell, Ian Green and Joy Kane, Guy and Alberta Nokes, Nancy Kenyon, and Ruth Johnson.
And for the expert and friendly encouragement of Timothy Verdon, irrepressible art historian,
canon of Santa Maria del Fiore, the unsurpassed cathedral of Florence, Director of its Museo dell’
Opera del Duomo, and of the late Shirley Thomson, former Director of the National Gallery of
Canada, éminence-not-at-all-grise of visual arts, both of whom read and commented on an early
version of my ‘Missing Statues’.
Jack Mitchell, author, Greek and Latin linguist, who professes classical studies at Dalhousie University,
is an invaluable advisor. Guy Nokes volunteered his Photoshop expertise to fuse key images.
Liisa St-Aubin’s artistic eye and technical wizardry shepherded this essay into reality -- thanks, too,
to Moira Johnson Consulting.
I also thank valued colleagues in the Government of Canada, over many years, along with my earlier
teachers of arcane arts at Queen’s and Oxford universities, who fostered analytical skills which they
cannot have expected could be usefully applied beyond public policy to matters of the renaissance
in Tuscany. Surprise!
Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini’s works live on in Pienza in no small part due to generations of Pientini,
whose care, enterprise and quiet passion for their town remains an everyday affair. To name any
would be unfair to many, but they know who they are. Grazie...

This essay is dedicated to Moira, as always.
And to my father, born 18 October 1923, died 8 November 2010.
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to the

reader

T his enquiry into a renaissance puzzle

is a tribute to Pienza
and to our Pientini friends who keep their world alive and vibrant.

It is written generally for visitors and admirers of Pienza who wish
to delve more deeply into what they see, and look further than
even admirable guidebooks can do; and for everyone intrigued by
the vigorous early renaissance centred, as it was, in Tuscany. For
them, it seeks to provide added insight into the renaissance pope’s
world which Pienza embodies even today.
At the same time, I believe this enquiry advances certain interpretations
and observations new to scholarship on Pienza.
My approach is, first, to look closely at what we can see. Second, to
tell the story of my own pursuit of answers to a renaissance visual
puzzle, which seems to me to lead to some intriguing reflections
and perhaps surprising conclusions. Third, for understanding ‘what
we can see’, to mine contemporary -- late medieval and early
renaissance -- writings, especially those widely available and well
known to renaissance observers themselves, in the belief this most
vividly helps us see through renaissance minds’ eyes, as far as we
can. Of course, I have also been informed and stimulated by modern or secondary readings.
Experts in the renaissance may be familiar with background outlined here which I hope will interest
more general visitors and readers. Although there is here no survey of ‘the literature’, I know well the
debt I owe to generations of estimable scholars, and I hope I acknowledge it sufficiently, including in the
end notes.
More may be found on my website RenaissanceInTuscany.com, which is a new endeavour envisaged as
an ongoing enterprise through a series of essays or ‘stories’ such as this one.
Comments are most welcome.
I am delighted to employ as my primary type the ‘Paradigm’ font designed by Nick Shinn (Shinn Type),
inspired by the early work of the first printers in renaissance Italy, Sweynheym and Pannartz, inventors of
the modern or roman font. They set up their printing press in the midst of the Tuscan renaissance -- the
1460s -- and were very likely brought to Italy by one of the high personages who figures in these pages,
Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa. Pienza’s prime mover, Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, Pope Pius II, was himself
author of the first recorded report, in 1454, of Gutenberg’s Bible hot off his revolutionary printing press.
For accent, a second type used is ‘Pannartz Book’, with a similar inspiration, designed by Tomi Haaparanta
(Suomi Type Foundry).
Photos are my own, except as indicated and gratefully acknowledged in the end notes.
I make one suggestion to visitors in Pienza: show your appreciation by a donation supporting the
maintenance of its cathedral open to all (a donations box is inside) or the energy of its citizens through
the Pro Loco Pienza (www.prolocopienza.it).

Andrew Johnson
July, 2011
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little world: and a Puzzle

ow that you’re in Italy, work on something that you can see’, advised the famed art
historian Bernard Berenson to a young man recently arrived at his Villa I Tatti outside Florence.

We too are in Italy, in Tuscany, in a tiny renaissance
city: Pienza. Happy quiet early mornings pass,
sitting outside the cafe Bar La Posta, entranced
by the piazza before us and enjoying friends’
comings and goings. Thoughts comfortably
wandering, my sight meandering across the
presiding cathedral’s marvellous facade, why
not try Berenson’s advice?
What do I see? What can I see, with concentration
and consideration? Perhaps there are details
to be seen which can help us regard Pienza
today through more understanding eyes, and
from which insights can be drawn into a larger
renaissance world of those who built Pienza: to
some extent, through the eyes of their minds.

T his is the short story of an exploration into Pienza’s renaissance world

-- a world we
can still see and appreciate. It begins by contemplating the cathedral facade we see from our
perch at the piazza cafe. A puzzle comes into focus, and a tentative conjecture. After considering how
renaissance eyes might have regarded our subject, the enquiry is pursued through inspecting evidence we
‘can see’ carved in the Pienza cathedral facade itself, and in the testimony of the pope who rebuilt Pienza.
A conclusion is formed; then explored further through looking at the cathedral and its piazza together,
for insight into the pope’s renaissance world - with, perhaps, surprising twists in the tale.
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A Renaissance Pope’s Piazza and Cathedral in Pienza
he small piazza before me is one of the most beautiful in Italy. And it is one of

T

the most complete, almost a little world of its own: a microcosm of innovative, passionate,
calculating, varied early renaissance Italy, acutely sensitive both to beauty -- and money and
power -- in this world and to salvation in the next. The piazza ensemble was created at the
direction of one man, albeit a pope: Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, Pope Pius II; built for him by one
architect: Bernardo Gamberelli of Florence (called Rossellino), albeit with a diverse group of
local, Sienese and Florentine, even Roman, labourers, artisans and artists who were by no means
always in harmony; over an astonishingly brief period, with the advantages of coherence and the
risks of haste: between 1459 and 1464, when both Pope Pius and Bernardo his architect died.
This little world is their visible legacy.

The piazza’s enchanting space is shaped and surrounded by ‘noble buildings’, in Pope Pius’s own words,
whose ‘beauty and dignity’ are accentuated by their facing into the trapezoidal piazza from subtly
different angles.
Each building is distinct in form and function, each with its own activities: A magnificent cathedral,
‘the finest in all Italy’ thought Pius, surprisingly large for this tiny city, with high bell-tower sounding
the church’s hours. A ‘splendid’ palazzo, fully up to the latest Florentine standards, for the city’s
dominant family -- the pope’s own, of course: he was born here. Diagonally across from it, Pius had a
characteristically civic palazzo built ‘to be the residence of the magistrates of the city and a meeting
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place for councils of the citizens’, with public loggia and its own tower with bell and clock marking the
city’s time. A comparatively sober but impressive and substantial palazzo was built for the bishop and
his administration. Discreetly flanking the cathedral and episcopal palazzo is a more modest but equally
distinct residence for the cathedral canons and parish priests.
The Bar La Posta where I sit is housed in an even plainer, traditional brick
building, evidently secular, workmanlike, but in a privileged position
opposite the cathedral façade. A narrow medieval street running into
the piazza between the civic palazzo and the brick building, facing
straight toward the cathedral, opens the old market piazza a few steps
away into this little world. As distinct as any of the buildings is the
piazza’s very old red-brick paving in haring-bone patterns, set into large
rectangles marked off by the same elegant white travertine stone of
which the cathedral façade is made. Their pattern leads the eye around
the piazza yet always back to the cathedral. Similar paving can be seen
in late medieval and renaissance paintings; Pienza’s is a rare survival.
The piazza enclosed by ‘these glorious structures’ and unified by its
brick-and-travertine paving is open to the wider world through six
public ways. People come and go according to their different purposes
and the times of the day, in changing light and shadow. In addition to the narrow street opening opposite
the cathedral north to the old market, Pienza’s main street runs east and west through one side of the
piazza, in front of the civic palazzo and its brick companion, leading to the two main city gates. Vistas
on either side of the cathedral draw the eye into the spacious Val d’Orcia countryside to the south; they
lead to walkways along the remaining city walls and, down a short steep road, to a secondary city gate
just below the cathedral.
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All-comers are welcomed by traditional Tuscan stone benches running along the walls of the papal
Palazzo Piccolomini and the episcopal palazzo, and set within the civic palazzo’s open loggia; by the
cathedral’s wide steps and low platform described by Pius as ‘an open space instead of a vestibule’; by a
public well so impressive and handsomely carved with its ‘very beautiful marble columns’ that it draws
the eye as much as the buildings themselves (and draws family groups to be photographed as if made in
anticipation of their wishes); and – today -- by the cafe-bar where I sit.
The piazza’s little world evokes the powers, personages and vital activities of the wider Tuscan
renaissance world: dominant families made wealthy by commerce and patrician by land (Medici in
Florence, Piccolomini in Pienza); the institutional Church of pope, bishops and priests; city or communal
government with its council and magistrates; trade and markets; citizens, men, women and children, and
visitors, moving around and through the piazza or sitting watching the world go by. During the brief
days when Pope Piccolomini was himself resident in Pienza, especially for a few months in summer 1462
when the cathedral church was inaugurated, this tiny city
was in a real sense the centre of the European Christian
world: whatever the realpolitik power of the pope, his
moving ‘court’ was a hive – the pope as ‘queen bee’ - of
princes of the church and of state or their ambassadors
and messengers from all over Europe, even beyond, with
their advisors, servants, administrators and spies, merchants
supplying their vast material needs and hangers-on living
off their spending or exploiting their vanities. Their modern
descendants come as tourists for the most part, some days
outnumbering the Pientini themselves, sometimes as
scholars amateur or professional, daily as shopkeepers and
workers, occasionally princes of church and state.
The tiny city lives still in, among, and from the grand,
beautiful, proud, marvellous works created by Pope
Piccolomini with his architect Bernardo and their mostly
anonymous collaborators.
In truth Pienza is a village by size and site: but a city by art
and design. And by Pius’s papal decree, so that not only
the civic palazzo but also the cathedral had a strong civic
meaning: a ‘city’ by papal decree required a cathedral as the
seat of a bishop.
The little world of Pienza and its piazza, with all its variety
in harmony, has a principal focus upon which all eyes turn:
the presiding magnificence of the cathedral facade, ‘white
and shining as marble’ wrote Pope Pius. The travertine
facade is classically serene, ‘modelled on those of ancient
temples’. It may appear severe at first sight, but is ‘richly
decorated’ in sculpted forms modulated by changing light:
twelve columns, three grand arches and triple doors,
the imposing pediment ‘in the form of a pyramid’
surmounting the whole (vaunting beautifully carved papal arms encircled by a cornucopia of fruits and
vegetables), the central round or ‘oculus’ window and to either side the elegantly carved twin aedicules
(shrine-like tabernacles with columns and niches).
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Every observer today can appreciate – with Pope Pius -- the cathedral’s ‘beauty and dignity’, and
understand his pride.
But is there any more to be said, or much more to be seen?
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Posing a Puzzle: Missing Statues ?
ne summer morning, perhaps fuelled by an extra espresso, my attention alights more than

O

usually upon the elegant twin aedicules which flank the facade’s oculus window. They are striking
features of the facade, but today they seem somehow empty; they invite questions.

The aedicules are miniature carved architecture:
small tabernacles with architrave and triangular
pediment above, resting upon simple columns,
which in turn rest upon carved bases, all with
handsomely sculpted details. Each aedicule
frames a semi-circular niche, roughly the lifesize of a man or woman. They delight as pure
material form: we appreciate them for their
own sake and as decoration contributing to
the beauty, variety and harmony of the whole
facade.
Still, aesthetically complete as they are, often
the niches enclosed by such aedicules were filled
by statues adding some further significance,
proclaiming a patron perhaps, or more likely
patron saints -- analogous to modern ‘naming
rights’, though more spiritual.
Yet these niches framed in the Pienza cathedral
aedicules are empty – if beautifully so.
Are statues missing? What might they have
been, and what might they have signified? Or
were the aedicules always meant to be empty?
Even empty, might they have been intended
to convey a significance in addition to material
beauty? If that could be discovered, might it
cast light upon an understanding of the larger
facade, perhaps upon the whole piazza, and
upon the thinking – the mind’s eyes – of their
creators?
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first clue: and a conJecture
t first these questions seem idle speculation. There is no evidence that the niches were ever

A

filled by statues, in the Pienza cathedral archives or elsewhere. None of the writings on Pienza, to
my knowledge, has suggested otherwise. We take these empty niches for granted. But today, somehow,
there seems to me a hint of new light on the familiar cathedral facade.
The niches are clearly twinned, dual: but on closer inspection they are not identical. Perhaps sculpted
details of the aedicules are more than decorative; perhaps they imply more significance than observers
have credited.

In the aedicule on our left,
centred in the pediment above
the empty niche, is a single rose:
the rose is one of the best-known
symbols of Mary the mother of
Jesus Christ, in the Christian faith
which was universal in Pope Pius’s
Europe. In the aedicule on our
right, centred in the base under
the empty niche is a palm leaf or
branch: in the Sienese tradition, I
recall, the palm or an olive branch is carried by the angel Gabriel at the ‘Annunciation’ or announcement
to Mary of God’s plan for her motherhood. The principal figures in any Annunciation, Gabriel and Mary,
are two: so are the aedicules and their human-size niches.
If significant, these details could suggest an
Annunciation originally intended, or meant
to be imagined by observers into the empty
niches, to enrich the visible and the religious
significance of Pope Pius’s cathedral church.
Here is a starting point for enquiry into our
renaissance puzzle: a tentative conjecture that an Annunciation might be signified in the empty aedicules.
Is there more evidence to be discovered, more clues to be discerned? What might we look for? Where
might this enquiry take us?
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